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The Kuroshio south of Japan shows bimodal path fluctuations between the large meander (LM) path and

the nonlarge meander (NLM) path. It is well known that the transition from the NLM path to the LM path is

triggered by a small meander generated off the southwestern coast of Japan. The small meander first

propagates eastward (downstream) along the Kuroshio and thereafter rapidly amplifies over Koshu

Seamount located about 200 km to the south of Japan, leading to the formation of the LM path of the

Kuroshio. Although it is shown that the existence of Koshu Seamount is essential for the rapid

amplification of the small meander, the underlying physical mechanism has not yet been fully understood. 

 

In this study, the effects of Koshu Seamount on this rapid amplification leading to the LM path formation

are revisited using a two-layer quasi-geostrophic model that takes into account the effect of bottom

topography. Numerical experiments show that the transition processes from the NLM path to the LM path

can be successfully reproduced only when the bottom topography mimicking Koshu Seamount is

incorporated. In this case, the upper layer meander trough is rapidly amplified through baroclinic

interaction with a lower layer anticyclone during their passage over the seamount. A linear stability

analysis shows that baroclinic instability over a seamount can be caused by the coupling between the

upper layer Rossby wave propagating eastward in the background flow and the lower layer

topographically trapped wave propagating clockwise around the seamount. These two waves propagate in

the same direction over the northern slope of the seamount so that they can resonantly interact with each

other. The wavelength and the spatial structure of this unstable mode are close to those of the

numerically reproduced small meander in the early stage of its rapid amplification over the seamount,

showing that the baroclinic instability catalyzed by a seamount is an essential process in the formation of

the LM path of the Kuroshio.
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The aim of this study is to analytically reveal a fundamental nature of the horizontal Reynolds stress

caused by axisymmetric mesoscale eddies widely populated in the ocean. To accomplish our objective,

we consider an idealized model, in which the eddies having the same amplitude emerge with probability

whose horizontal distribution follows a two-dimensional Gaussian function corresponding to the number

of eddies observed at a location during a certain period. We examine the Reynolds stress by decomposing

into isotropic component equivalent to eddy kinetic energy and anisotropic component. The result shows

that the isotropic component dominates near a site of the highest probability, while the anisotropic

component becomes large as increasing distance from the location of the highest probability. This feature

can be interpreted as isotropization of velocity field associated with eddies that intensively occurs near

the region of the highest probability. The degree of isotropization depends on a horizontal scale of eddy

relative to that of the probability distribution: an area of isotropy expands (shrinks) as the scale of the

probability distribution becomes large (small) under the same eddy size. Application to a condition near a

mid-latitude oceanic jet, such as the Kuroshio extension region, indicates that this Reynolds stress,

resulting from incompleteness of isotropization, contributes to deceleration and acceleration of the jet in

its upstream and downstream regions, respectively, This pattern is consistent with stabilization and

destabilization of the jet due to eddy-mean flow interactions in these two regions. The Reynolds stress

excited by axisymmetric eddies, however, yields dynamic pressure, which has no contribution to dynamics

of incompressible fluid such as quasi-geostrophy, but yields ageostrophic circulation over the jet’s

region. This suggests that occurrence of the axisymmetric eddies obscures the Reynolds stress that is

meaningful for the dynamics in the real ocean. To eliminate contamination by the axisymmetric eddy in

the Reynolds stress, we propose a shape-dependent calculus of the Reynolds stress, which may be

applicable to studies on parameterization of eddy influences.
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　北太平洋回帰線水は，蒸発が降水よりも盛んな回帰線付近で形成される，高塩な特徴をもつ表層水塊であ

る．回帰線水は形成後，エクマンパンピングにより海洋内部に押し込まれ，北赤道海流により西向きに移流さ

れ，亜熱帯循環南西部で塩分極大層として現れる． Nakano et al. (2015)は， 正味の淡水フラックスやエクマ

ンパンピング流速の大規模な変動だけでなく，中規模渦による輸送も，回帰線水の空間分布変動に影響を与え

る可能性を示唆した．また，Zhang et al. (2014)は，等密度面上で閉じた渦位コンター内の海水がトラップさ

れると仮定し、多数のアルゴデータから合成された中規模渦の3次元密度分布と渦位分布を海面高度データで

検出される渦に当てはめることで、全球の中規模渦による体積輸送量を推定した．その結果，中規模渦による

東西方向の体積輸送量は，風成循環に匹敵することを示した．以上より，回帰線水が中規模渦に捕捉されて輸

送されているのかを調べることは，中規模渦が回帰線水の時空間分布に影響を与えるメカニズムを，より詳細

に理解する上で非常に重要であるといえる．さらに，回帰線水が中規模渦により西方輸送されているとすれ

ば，この影響は亜熱帯循環南西部の内部領域だけでなく，より西岸境界に近い領域でも観察されると期待され

る．そこで，本研究では観測データおよび海洋大循環モデル（OFES）を用いて，中規模渦が回帰線水を渦内

に捕捉して輸送していることを塩分の時空間分布特性から示しとともに，中規模渦による回帰線水輸送が琉球

海流上の塩分変動に与える影響を考察することを目的とした． 

　はじめに，回帰線水が渦に捕捉されて形成域から西向きに輸送されていると仮定すれば，高塩な海水が斑状

に現れると期待されるため，塩分の空間分布の不連続性に着目した．アルゴの個々のプロファイルから観察さ

れる亜熱帯反流域の塩分極大層における塩分とアルゴによる月ごとの格子化データMOAA GPVの塩分との比

較，および亜熱帯循環南西部における塩分極大層塩分観測値のヒストグラムから，高塩な海水が時空間的に小

さい空間スケールで存在する可能性が示された．つづいて， 24°Nに沿った観測断面の解析から，高気圧性渦

内に周囲と比べて高塩な海水が存在している可能性が示された．さらに，アルゴフロートの観測間隔内（約

10日間）の塩分変化と，衛星海面高度計による海面高度場から識別された中規模渦の位置との関係を調べるこ

とで，高（低）気圧性渦内は周囲と比べて高（低）塩な海水が存在する可能性が示された．これらの特徴

は，塩分の空間分布の不均質性を示唆している．これらの時空間分布特性が中規模渦による回帰線水輸送に

よって生じたことを確かめるために，渦解像モデルを使って回帰線水の移流過程を詳しく調べた結果，中規模

渦が回帰線水を渦内に捕捉して輸送しているために，亜熱帯反流域では高塩水が斑状に存在し，上述の塩分時

空間分布特性が現れると推察された． 

　つぎに，中規模渦による回帰線水輸送が琉球海流上の塩分極大層における塩分変動に与える影響を考察し

た．アルゴフロートおよび渦解像モデルを用いて琉球海流に沿った塩分極大層における塩分を年毎に調べた結

果，琉球海流全体で塩分が高い年には，塩分が局所的かつ一時的に高くなるような空間分布変動が現れるこ

と，および塩分の短周期変動が激しくなる可能性が示された．さらに渦解像モデルにより， 137°E線と沖縄南

東の塩分極大層における塩分の経年変動のラグが，平均流による移流時間より若干小さいことが示された．ま

た中規模渦に伴う輸送が，平均流の流線を横切って，高塩水を琉球列島南東に移流している様子が観察され

た．このことから，中規模渦に伴う輸送は，散発的に，かつ速く塩分変動シグナルを伝えるため，ラグが平均

流による移流時間よりも若干小さくなることが推察された．以上をまとめると，中規模渦による回帰線水の輸

送は，内部領域の塩分変動シグナルを平均流よりも速く琉球海流に伝え，琉球海流上の塩分を全体的に高

め，さらに塩分の短周期変動を強めることが示唆された． 
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　以上より，中規模渦による回帰線水の輸送は，内部領域の塩分変動を平均流よりも速く西岸境界域に伝える

とともに，西岸境界域の亜表層における塩分経年変動の特徴にも大きな影響を与えることが示唆された．

 
中規模渦、渦輸送、塩分、回帰線水、スケール間相互作用

mesoscale eddy, eddy transport, salinity, Tropical Water, interscale interaction
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　Bering Slope Current（BSC）はベーリング海の大陸棚と海盆をつなぐ大陸斜面上を流れる海流であ

る。BSCに沿って渦活動が活発であり、それが栄養物質の輸送に寄与することで、グリーンベルトと呼ばれる

高生物生産海域を形成している。本研究では、海洋数値モデルの出力を用いて、BSCとそれに伴う高気圧性渦

の季節変動について考察する。BSCの流速は、冬に大きく夏に小さい。この季節変動は、冬季（夏季）、アラ

スカンストリームに生じた等密度面の深化（浅化）が、アリューシャン列島の海峡を通る沿岸捕捉波（内部ケ

ルビン波）として、BSCまで到達することによって生じる。さらに、これにより冬季にBSCの有効位置エネル

ギーが増加し、春季にかけて傾圧不安定が生じて渦が形成され、夏季まで成長が続くという、季節進行を見出

した。これらは、衛星から観測されたBSCと渦の季節変動と整合的である。また、この等密度面の変動はアラ

スカ湾まで遡ることができ、アリューシャン低気圧の季節変動によりもたらされることが示された。

 
Bering Slope Current、渦、季節変動
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[My poster is in English.] The Leeuwin Current System (LCS) along the coast of Western Australia consists

of the poleward-flowing Leeuwin Current (LC), the equatorward-flowing Leeuwin Undercurrent (LUC), and

neighboring flows in the South Indian Ocean (SIO). Using geostrophic currents obtained from a

highly-resolved (1/8 deg) hydrographic climatology (CSIRO Atlas of Regional Seas, CARS), we describe the

spatial structure and annual variability of the LC, LUC, and SIO zonal currents, estimate their transports,

and identify linkages among them. 

 

In CARS, the LC is supplied partly by water from the tropics (an annual mean of 0.3 Sv) but mostly by

shallow (z < -200m) eastward flows in the SIO (4.7 Sv), and it loses water by downwelling across the

bottom of this layer (3.4 Sv). The downwelling is so strong that, despite the large SIO inflow, the horizontal

transport of the LC does not much increase to the south (from 0.3 Sv at 22S to 1.5 Sv at 34S). This LC

transport is significantly smaller than previously reported. 

 

The LUC is supplied by water from south of Australia (0.2 Sv), by eastward inflow from the SIO south of

28S (1.6 Sv), and by the downwelling from the LC (1.6 Sv), and in response strengthens northward,

reaching a maximum near 28S (3.4 Sv). North of 28S it loses water by outflow into subsurface westward

flow (−3.6 Sv between 28S and 22S) and despite an additional downwelling from the LC (1.9 Sv), it

decreases to the north (1.7 Sv at 22S). The seasonality of the LUC is described for the first time.
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The South Java Upwelling(SJU) develops in response to the southeastern monsoon wind forcing. Based on

the in situ mooring, tide gauge, satellite and model data, we document its development, mature and

decay process. It is interesting to note that SJU exhibits strong intraseasonal variability, in sharp contrast

to the conventional picture of smooth seasonal upwelling. In extreme case, SJU even breaks for a while.

This reflects its strong nature of remote forcing from the Equatorial Indian Ocean, except for its local wind

forcing. High resolution model simulation is assessed on its capacity to capture the key upwelling

features.
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We detected persistent generation of the lowest mode of the M2 internal tide by the array of ocean

bottom pressure gauges, which was deployed on the eastern slope of Aogashima Is. of the Izu Ridge at

depths 1500 - 2200 m in the period May 2014 - May 2015. We measured the horizontal phase speed and

propagating direction of the M2 internal tidal wave by a slant-stacking technique under the plane wave

approximation. The measurement shows a phase speed of 1 m/s in the offshore direction normal to the

Izu Ridge. This is, to our knowledge, the first quantitative measurement of horizontal propagation of

internal tidal wave by an ocean bottom array of pressure gauges. The PSD (power spectral density) of the

M2 internal tide is about 0.03 % of the PSD of the M2 external tide. There is a clear positive correlation in

PSD between the internal and external tides, indicating that the observed internal tide is generated along

the slope somewhere between the ridge crest and our array by conversion of the external tide. 

 

In order to examine the consistency of the above observational result with a state of art tide-resolving

ocean general circulation model (JCOPE-T), we analyzed the synthetic bottom pressure records for this

model using the same method with the same array configuration in the same period as for the observed

data. The analysis detected a clear signal of eastward propagation of the M2 internal tide with amplitude

and speed comparable to those of the observation (Fig. 1). By successively moving the hypothetical array

upslope from the observational site, we found a location at which the propagating direction of the

simulated internal wave is reversed. This location can be regarded as a generation site of the mode-1

internal tide. The simulated temperature fluctuation field tuned to the M2 frequency range shows how

unique this location is. For example, the 11°C isotherm above this location undergoes semidiurnal vertical

oscillation, the disturbance of which propagates both eastward and westward with an approximate speed

of 1 m/s. 

 

In this area, an extensive MCS (multi-channel seismic) survey was carried out in 2008. 

The longest EW survey line passes right through our pressure gauge array. This legacy MCS data were

reanalyzed to obtain ocean acoustic reflection images, which largely consist of reflections from high-mode

tidal beams (vertical wavelengths around 30m). We compared the longest EW reflection profile to the

simulated temperature fluctuation profile along the same line. Although the seismic profile delineates the

spatial distribution of very high-mode tidal beams while the simulated profile describes the temperature

disturbances due to very low modes of internal tide, their overall patterns commonly indicate a largest cell

of the mode-1 internal tide with the source longitude at ~140°E and a half horizontal-wavelength of ~50

km. The wave field near the generation site appears to be rich in high-mode internal waves carried with

and created from the lowest several modes of internal tides generated at the source.
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1. Introduction 

The importance of coastal current analysis has become well established in terms of assessment of coastal

physical environments to determine the coastal sedimentation and ecosystem. Thus wave-current

interactions is important phenomenon in coastal areas where the ocean waves are composed of such

large ranges of frequency and direction as mixed swells and wind waves. This study simulates the coastal

current for Tanabe Bay in Wakayama Prefecture in high-resolution regional current system using a

coupled ocean-wave model with two-way-nesting to consider Stokes drift effect on random waves. Two

re-analysis calculations are performed, one considering the Stokes drift on random waves and the other

on regular waves, for Tanabe Bay in Wakayama. The results are compared with field observation data to

evaluate the precision of the developed model. 

 

2. Treatment of Stokes drift on random waves 

There is a large interaction effect between currents and surface gravity waves in finite depth areas such as

in the coastal ocean. The wave spectra to compute Stokes drift can be calculated by a spectrum wave

model (Simulating WAves Nearshore: SWAN) and is passed to an ocean model (Regional Ocean Modeling

System: ROMS) to be considered in vortex force term of ocean model (Uchiyama et al., 2010). To reduce

the computational costs in passing the wave spectra the spectra parameters of both frequency and

direction is represented approximately by the two-dimensional Gaussian spectrum. 

 

3. Analysis of coastal current for Tanabe Bay 

Two runs are performed for Tanabe Bay in Wakayama prefecture with horizontal resolution of 2.5km on

the coarse grid and 500m on the nested grid, and with 10 vertical layers. One (referred to as Wave2d)

uses the model in which wave-induced transport is provided by random waves and the other (referred to

as Wave1d) uses a model in which wave-induced transport is provided by regular waves. The Wave2d

velocity results are more highly correlated to field observation data more than the Wave1d results. 

 

4. Conclusion 

This study analyzed coastal current for Tanabe Bay in Wakayama Prefecture using a newly developed

coupled ocean-wave model with two-way-nesting to consider Stokes drift on random waves. It was shown

that comparison in velocity between the calculated results of the Wave2d case and field observation data

was highly correlated. In conclusion, the results highlight the importance of considering wave-current

interaction on random waves to reproduce coastal currents in finite depth areas.
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Turbulence in upper oceans and marine atmospheric surface layer is strongly affected by ocean waves.

Previous simulation-based studies often use simplified models and parameterizations for the wave effects

on turbulence. With the advancements in numerical algorithms and the increase in computing power, it

has recently become feasible to resolve the wave motions explicitly in the simulations of many problems.

In this talk, some of our recent developments in numerical methods for nonlinear wave field evolution and

turbulence in wave environment will first be introduced, and then the flow physics learned from our

wave-phase-resolved simulations of wave-turbulence interactions will be discussed.
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A hincast of ocean waves is important for climate study, and practical applications such scheduling the

ship navigation and fishery. Ocean wave model for the hindcast is driven from archived atmospheric

reanalysis data set. However, the time resolution of archived atmospheric reanalysis data is much longer

than the time step required for wave prediction. Therefore, the surface wind is interpolated with respect

to time. A linear interpolation with respect to time is often used because it is simple and robust. However,

the linear time interpolation cannot retrieve atmospheric fields in the case of moving cyclone. A moving

tropical cyclone is expressed by the parametric form such as a Rankine vortex and surface wind field is

deduced from the parametric model. This approach may be useful for the case study that investigates the

ocean response to moving the storm. It is difficult to apply the method for both moving cyclone and

stationary fields co exist. It is also difficult to express a moving extra tropical cyclones by the parametric

form such as a Rankine eddy. We developed a new and simple time interpolation method of atmospheric

field which can apply to both moving and stationary disturbances. In this method, a value is interpolated

from the data on the same positions not in a fixed coordinate system but in the coordinate that is moving

with a disturbance such as a cyclone. 

The predicted wave heights and periods from the liner interpolated winds and winds by the present

method are compared with in-situ observations from NDBC deployed buoys and JMA drifting buoys. The

improvement of wave prediction is evident in the case that the difference of predicted wave parameters

between from the linear interpolation and from the the present method is large. The improvement of wave

prediction is statistically significant. This case occurs frequently anywhere, although the case is not often

in the in-situ observation point. It is shown that the wave prediction can be improved only by improving

the time interpolation method.
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An unstructured grid Finite-Volume Community Ocean Model (FVCOM) is applied to Lake Erie to simulate

seasonal ice cover. The model is coupled with an unstructured-grid, finite-volume version of the Los

Alamos Sea Ice Model. Given that there has been no solid formulation for the ice strength P for relatively

thin ice in Lake Erie, a sensitivity study was conducted using the existing formulations of P. The probability

density distribution of modeled ice thickness presented significant variability with the P

parameterizations. The energy-based parameterization from Rothrock (1975) and Lipscomb et al. (2007)

produced too thick ice, but this is not surprising as this parameterization was originally developed for

thick ice in the Arctic Ocean where pressure ridges are more common, while thin ice and rafting would be

more common in Lake Erie. Overall, the simple Hibler (1979)'s parameterization presented better

agreement with the observed ice conditions. A better set of ice thickness observations is needed for a

more rigorous formulation of P in Lake Erie and the four other Great Lakes.
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In Taiwan, we are under the threat of storm surge because locating at the densest storm-generated area in

the world. The operational storm surge model is required to predict water elevation at specified tidal

stations and associated inundation before typhoon making landfall in Taiwan. In storm surge prediction,

the radius of maximum wind (RMW) and the drag coefficient (Cd) are both key parameters when the

parametric typhoon model is applied. Therefore, the predicted storm surges will be influenced if RMW

and Cd would not be determined well. The Cd value used in storm surge modeling have been discussed in

many works of literature by field observations or experiments (e.g. Large and Pond, 1981; Wu, 1980;

Powell et al., 2003; Donelan et al., 2004; Peng and Li, 2016) but the RMW is not widely discussed. In this

study, the applicability of different formulas to determine the RMW will be discussed and conducted in

our storm surge model. The storm surge model we adopt here is COMCOT-SS (COrnell Multi-Grid

Coupled of Tsunami Model –Storm Surge) model which transforms from a well-known tsunami model to

storm surge model after adding meteorological forcing terms. Our in-house COMCOT-SS has abilities:

solve nonlinear shallow water equation on both spherical coordinate and Cartesian coordinate, adopt

large enough computational domain to cover the complete typhoon life cycle and full storm surge

propagation and calculate high-resolution inundation area for risk assessment. The 2015 Severe Typhoon

Soudelor in Taiwan is chosen as case study to validate the applicability of the RMW after different

formulas have being conducted. The simulated results by different RMW’s formulas are compared with

observed storm surges. More details will be presented in 2017 JPGU conference.
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